
   
 

Docket Nos.:  11-0210 & 11-0211 (Cons.) 
Bench Date:  02-21-13 
Deadline:  None 

 
M E M O R A N D U M________________________________________________ 
 
TO: The Commission 
 
FROM: Larry Jones, Administrative Law Judge 
 
DATE: February 8, 2013 
 
SUBJECT: Geneseo Telephone Company, Cambridge Telephone 

Company and Henry County Telephone Company (“GCHC”) 
 
 Petition for Universal Service Support. 
 
 Illinois Independent Telephone Association (“IITA”) 
 
 Petition to update the Section 13-301(1)(d) Illinois Universal 

Service Fund and to implement Intrastate Switched Access 
Charge reform as described herein and for other relief.  

  
STATUS: Briefs on exceptions (“BOEs”) and reply briefs on exceptions 

(“RBOEs”) have been filed. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS: Entry of the attached post-exceptions order. 
 
 Denial of the request for oral argument made by Geneseo 

Telephone Company, Cambridge Telephone Company and 
Henry County Telephone Company on January 31, 2013.  

 
 

Following the entry by the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) of its 
so-called “Transformational Order” addressing universal service funding (“USF”) and 
access charges, the IITA’s original proposal in Docket No. 11-0211 was replaced by a 
“Consensus Position” -- supported by IITA, AT&T Illinois, the Commission Staff and the 
Frontier companies -- in which an interim update to the Illinois USF was proposed.   

 
The Consensus Position reduces the funding request in the IITA’s original 

proposal to reflect the effects of the phase-down of terminating access rates pursuant 
to the Transformational Order. 

 
With regard to originating access charges, the Consensus Position provides that 

the Interim Fund should be based upon an updated “need showing” using the Schedule 
1.01 methodology used by the Commission in establishing the original IUSF, and that  
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this “analysis and showing will also incorporate the affect of all companies seeking and 
qualifying for the Interim Fund reducing originating intrastate switched access charges 
to ‘mirror’ originating interstate switched access charges contemporaneous with the 
effective date of the Interim Fund.”  Under this approach, which was recommended by 
Staff witness Zolnierek, the mechanism “makes explicit” originating intrastate switched 
access charge cross-subsidies that were previously implicit pursuant to Section 13-
301(2)(b) of the Public Utilities Act. In terms of IUSF relief, the impact of mirroring 
interstate originating switched access is subject to the Schedule 1.01 needs showing 
supporting basic IUSF. 

 
The Cable Television & Communications Association, also known as CT&C, 

opposed the “originating access proposal” in the Consensus Position. 
 
The attached order, like the proposed order that preceded it, would approve the 

interim proposal advanced in the Consensus Position.  CT&C did not file a brief on 
exceptions. 

 
The attached order, like the proposed order, would also adopt the Staff 

adjustment “to allow no amount for imputed income taxes in calculating the level 
of…IUSF funding” for several S Corporations.  As explained by Staff, income taxes for 
S Corporations are not paid at the corporate level. The S Corporations and IITA filed 
BOEs on this issue. 

 
In their filings, the Petitioners in Docket No. 11-0210, known as GCHC, propose 

to add access to broadband services as a supported telecommunications service 
eligible for IUSF funding.  GCHC also proposes an alternative method of determining its 
IUSF funding.  GCHC argues that such relief is “mandatory” in light of the FCC’s actions 
in its Transformational Order.  

 
Staff, AT&T Illinois and the IITA oppose the GCHC proposal. Among other 

things, they assert that the FCC declined to identify broadband as a supported service. 
 
The attached order, like the proposed order that preceded it, would not adopt the 

GCHC proposal. GCHC filed a BOE on this issue. 
 
All language additions and other changes to the proposed order are shown in 

track-change format in the attached order. The conclusions are essentially unchanged. 
 
GCHC also made a request for oral argument on the broadband issue in order to 

assist the Commission in better understanding the facts and the issues. No other 
parties are seeking oral argument.  

 
The Commission Staff and AT&T Illinois oppose GCHC’s oral argument request. 

According to Staff, GCHC reiterates its argument that by specifically declining to add 
access to broadband service to the list of supported services, the FCC actually added it 
to that list. Staff finds it difficult to see how permitting GCHC to attempt to explain this 
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“incongruous position” will enlighten the Commission in any way, or constitute a useful 
expenditure of the Commission’s time. (Staff RBOE at 17)  

 
To the extent the Commission is looking for a recommendation with respect to 

GCHC’s oral argument request, my recommendation is that the request be denied. I 
believe the parties have had a full opportunity to address the issues, and that the issues 
and positions have been adequately explained.  I would note that GCHC did not 
propose any additions or other changes to the 10-page section of the order that 
describes GCHC’s position.  

 
There is no deadline in this proceeding. 
 
 

LMJ/lw 


